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Using the angular correlation between thep1 emitted in aD*1→D0p1 decay and the1 emitted in the
subsequentD0→Xe1n decay, we have measured the branching fraction for the inclusive semielectronic decay
of theD0 meson to beB(D0→Xe1n)5@6.6460.18~stat!60.29~syst!#%. The measurement uses 1.7 fb21 of
e1e2 collisions recorded by the CLEO II detector located at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring~CESR!.
Combining this result with previous CLEO results we findB(D0→Xe1n)/B(D0→K2p1)
51.68460.056~stat!60.093~syst! and B(D0→K2e1n)/B(D0→Xe1n)50.58160.023~stat!60.028~syst!.
The difference between this inclusive rate and the sum of the measured exclusive branching fractions~mea-
sured at CLEO and other experiments! is also presented.@S0556-2821~96!02217-5#
PACS number~s!: 13.20.Fc, 14.40.Lbing
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Recent experimental measurements of the exclusive se
leptonic branching fractions of theD0 meson have yielded
precise measurements of the dominant Cabibbo-favor
modes, observation and measurement of the Cabibb
suppressed branching fractions, and stringent upper limits
other Cabibbo-favored branching fractions. A comparison
*Permanent address: University of Hawaii at Manoa.mi-
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the sum of these observed exclusive semileptonic branch
fractions with the measured inclusive semileptonic branchi
fraction provides a measure ofmissingor unobserved modes.
However, a new measurement of the inclusive semilepto
branching fraction is necessary to match the precision of
exclusive measurements. In this paper, the CLEO Collabo
tion presents an improved measurement of the inclus
semielectronic branching fraction of theD0 meson. We then
compare this inclusive measurement to the sum of the o
served exclusive branching fractions measured at CLEO a
other experiments.
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2996 54Y. KUBOTA et al.In addition, we combine our inclusive measurement w
previous CLEO results on B(D0→K2p) and
B(D0→K2e1n)/B(D0→K2p1) @3,4# to obtain the ratio
B(D0→K2e1n)/B(D0→Xe1n). As a check of the analysi
method, the observed inclusive electron momentum sp
trum is also extracted from the data and compared wit
Monte Carlo simulation. For a complete review of expe
mental and theoretical developments we refer the reade
recent reviews@1,2#.
II. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE AND EVENT SELECTION
The technique used to measure the absolute inclu
semielectronic branching fraction ofD0 mesons is similar to
that used in the CLEO measurement ofB(D0→K2p1) @3#.
Both analyses must determine the number ofD*1→D0p1
decays in the data and this is done using the following te
nique. The topology ofe1e2→cc̄ reactions at a center o
mass energy of 10.5 GeV requires the thrust axis~the axis
along which the sum of the projected track and shower m
menta is a maximum! for the event to approximate th
D*1 direction in the laboratory. Limited available pha
space in theD*1→D0p1 decay results in a small angle
denoted asa, between the thrust axis and the charged pi
Also, the magnitude of the pion momentum is correlated
the parentD*1 momentum. It is kinematically forbidden
that pions with momentum greater than 225 MeV/c come
from the Y(4S)→BB̄, B̄→D*1X, D*1→D0p1 decay
chain. Selecting higher momentum pions ensures that
parentD*1 is produced viae1e2→cc̄ production, and that
the thrust axis is correlated with theD*1 direction. The top
plot in Fig. 1 shows the sin2a distribution for all pions with
momentum between 225 and 425 MeV/c in the data. The
peaking of the distribution at low sin2a is evidence for
D*1→D0p1 decays. The total number of decays
the sample is N(D*1→D0p1)5165 65861149~stat!
62485~syst!, identical to Ref.@3#, as the same data and s
FIG. 1. The inclusive sin2a distribution for candidate pions
~open circles! and the derived non-D*1 background~solid line! in
the top plot. Requiring an electron near the pion with the sa
~opposite! sign results in the solid~open! squares in the bottom plotith
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lection criteria have been used in both analyses. See Ref.@3#
for a discussion of the systematic error on this number an
for a discussion of how the signal and background shapes a
modeled.
To determine the total number of semielectronic decay
N(D*1→D0p1, D0→Xe1n), in this sample, ane1 is
sought within a cone around thep1 direction. If found, the
value of sin2a for its associatedp1 is plotted. ‘‘Right-sign’’
charge combinationsp1e1 provide the signal distribution
and ‘‘wrong-sign’’ combinationsp1e2 are studied to deter-
mine the background. Once the number ofD0→Xe1n de-
cays has been extracted, the branching fraction is then
B~D0→Xe1n!5
N~D*1→D0p1,D0→Xe1n!
N~D*1→D0p1!3e~D0→Xe1n! ,
~1!
wheree(D0→Xe1n) is the efficiency for detecting the elec-
tron.
A detailed description of the CLEO II detector can be
found in Ref. @5#. Electrons@6# are identified principally
from the ratio of the energy measured by the CsI calorimete
and the momentum measured by the drift chamber (E/p).
Additional information on energy loss in the drift chamber
and shower shape in the calorimeter is also used. Requiri
momentum greater than 0.7 GeV/c and a polar angle with
respect to the beam axis (u) between 45° and 135° helps
ensure a well-determined electron identification efficiency
with minimal uncertainty due to misidentified hadronic
tracks. Furthermore, the number of electrons from
D0→Xp0, p0→e1e2g, where thee1e2g final state is due
to either a Dalitz decay of thep0 or a g conversion in the
detector material, should be suppressed. This is accom
plished by requiring that the identified electron, when com
bined with each oppositely charged track~potentially an uni-
dentified positron! in the event, does not yield an electron-
positron mass below 0.050 GeV/c2.
In order to correlate the electron with its associated
charged pion, a fiducial angle cut is applied in the laborator
frame; we require that cos(Qe-p).0.8, whereQe-p is the
angle between the charged pion and the electron. The botto
histogram in Fig. 1 shows the sin2a distributions for charged
pions after requiring an electron within this angular region
the solid squares are forp1e1 combinations~right sign! and
the open squares are forp1e2 combinations~wrong sign!.
III. EXTRACTION OF YIELDS
As previously stated, the yield ofD*1→D0p1 decays is
identical to that presented in Ref.@3#. In this section we
detail the determination of the number ofD0→Xe1n decays
associated with the initialD*1→D0p1 decay.
The sin2a distribution for p1e1 ~right-sign! combina-
tions contains three distinct components: signal and tw
types of background. One background has a sin2a distribu-
tion that is identical to the signal as it originates from the
decayD*1→D0p1, D0→XFe1, whereFe1 denotes either
a hadronic track misidentified as an electron or an electro
from ap0→e1e2g final state. The other background is due
to random soft pions~225–425 MeV/c in momentum! in
coincidence with an electron, and is not as sharply peake
me
.
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The sin2a distribution forp1e2 ~wrong-sign! combina-
tions is devoid of signal but contains the same two sources
background as the right-sign distribution@7#. It will be
shown that the normalizations for these two backgroun
differ between the right-sign and wrong-sign distributions
although the shapes are identical.
The right-sign and wrong-sign distributions are fit simu
taneously using the functional forms
GRSi ~sin2a!5NRSi @D0→Xe1n or D0→XFe#gi~sin2a!
1BRS
i P2
i ~sin2a!, ~2!
GWSi ~sin2a!5bWSi @D0→XFe#gi~sin2a!1BWSi P2i ~sin2a!.
~3!
A Monte Carlo simulation determines the expected distrib
tions gi(sin2a), wherei denotes thep momentum bin. This
simulation correctly reproduces the measuredD*1 produc-
tion momentum distribution, and simulatesD0→Xe1n de-
cays via the ‘‘cocktail’’ of exclusive modes presented in th
Appendix. Monte Carlo simulations show that the sin2a dis-
tributions for purely semielectronic decays ofD0 mesons and
generic decays ofD0 mesons are indistinguishable, and th
use of either signal shape~purely semielectronic or generic!
results in the same yields. The second order polynomialP2
i is
also constrained to have the same shape for both the wro
and right-sign sin2a distributions. The yield ofD0→Xe1n
candidates (NRS
i @D0→Xe1n or or D0→XFe]), the yield of
misidentified hadrons or electrons fromp0→e1e2g in the
wrong-sign distribution (bWS
i @D0→XFe#), and the normal-
izations and shape of the background polynomial (BRS
i ,
BWS
i andP2
i ) are determined from the fits to the sin2a dis-
tribution of the right-sign and wrong-sign samples in bins o
pion momentumpp .
The sin2a distributions for the data, with the resulting fits
overlaid, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Table I presents t
right-sign and wrong-sign yields, where the right-sign yield
still have a contribution due toD0→XFe1 backgrounds.
IV. DETERMINATION OF THE BACKGROUND
CONTRIBUTION TO THE SIGNAL
In this section the magnitude of the misidentified electro
background to the right-sign signal yield is determined. Tw
decay chains contribute to this background:D*1→D0p1,
D0→Xh1, where theh1 is a hadronic track misidentified as
an electron, andD*1→D0p1, D0→Xp0, p0→e1e2g.
The sum of the right-sign background per pion momentu
bin i can be denoted as
bRS
i 5Ni~p1,Xp0! f e1
i
~Xp0!1Ni~p1,Xh1! f e1
i
~Xh1!,
~4!
whereNi(p1,Xp0) @Ni(p1,Xh1)# is the number of inclu-
sive D*1→D0p1, D0→Xp0 @D0→Xh1# decays in the
data, andf e1
i (Xp0) @f e1
i (Xh1)# is the probability for mis-
identifying this background as signal. We can define th
same sum for the wrong-sign yield per pion momentum b
i asof
ds
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bWS
i 5Ni~p1,Xp0! f e2
i
~Xp0!1Ni~p1,Xh2! f e2
i
~Xh2!.
~5!
The wrong-sign yield and the right-sign background diffe
only in that positive tracks fromD0 decays are much less
FIG. 2. The sin2a distribution for pions with momentum be-
tween 225 and 325 MeV/c with an identified electron with
cosQp-e.0.8. Events with the electron and pion having the sam
sign~right sign! are plotted on the left side; the opposite sign even
~wrong sign! are plotted on the right side. The points represent t
data and the histogram is the result of the fit. The dashed l
represents the random pion-electron background and is modeled
a second order polynomial.
FIG. 3. The sin2a distribution for pions with momentum be-
tween 325 and 425 MeV/c with an identified electron with
cosQp-e.0.8. Events with the electron and pion having the sam
sign~right sign! are plotted on the left side; the opposite sign even
~wrong sign! are plotted between on the right side. The points re
resent the data and the histogram is the result of the fit. The das
line represents the random pion-electron background and is m
eled by a second order polynomial.
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2998 54Y. KUBOTA et al.likely to be kaons than negative tracks fromD0 decays. Us-
ing f e2
i (Xp0)5 f e1
i (Xp0), we find
bRS
i 5bWS
i 2N~p1,Xh2! f e2
i
~Xh2!
1N~p1,Xh1! f e1
i
~Xh1!. ~6!
If N(p1,Xh1) f e1
i (Xh1)5N(p1,Xh2) f e2
i (Xh2), then
the wrong-sign yield would be equal to the background co
tribution to the right-sign yield. However, for pions and ka
ons which pass the same geometry and momentum criteri
the electrons, thep1:K1 ratio of h1 tracks originating from
D0 mesons is quite different from thep2:K2 ratio. Using
world averages@2# of the measuredD0 branching fractions,
thep1:K1 ratio is 96:4 while thep2:K2 ratio is 42:58. This
difference, coupled with different misidentification rates fo
pions and kaons, leads to a small correction to the wron
sign yield.
The probability for ap1 track to be misidentified as an
e1 is determined by studying a large data sample
Ks
0→p1p2 decays as a function of charged pion mome
tum. This probability is measured to be (0.05660.015)% for
pions with momentum between 0.7 and 0.9 GeV/c, rising to
(0.25060.059)% for pions with momentum between 1.9 an
TABLE I. The total yield of candidate
D*1→D0p1,D0→Xe1n events ~right sign! and candidate
D*1→D0p1,D0→Xe2n events ~wrong sign! as a function of
pion momentum. Misidentified electron backgrounds have not
been subtracted.
p(p) Yields
~MeV/c) Right sign Wrong sign
225–250 1232653 32631
250–275 1071649 74629
275–300 935644 45625
300–325 689638 39622
325–350 414632 229618
350–375 259625 36617
375–400 166 20 24612
400–425 79615 0611
Total 48456104 193662n-
-
a as
r
g-
of
n-
d
2.5 GeV/c. Multiplying this momentum-dependent probab
ity with a Monte Carlo simulation of thep1 momentum
distribution fromD0 and D̄0 decays, we find the misidenti
fication probability, integrated over all pion momenta, to
(0.10260.016)% for the right-sign pions an
(0.09360.011)% for the wrong-sign pions. These numbe
differ due to the different momentum spectra for right-si
and wrong-sign pions. The error is due to the statistical
certainty in the misidentification probability per track as
function of momentum.
For charged kaons the data do not provide a sample
statistically rich and clean as for pions. The cleanest sam
of charged kaons comes from reconstructedD0
→K2p1(p0) decays. With 197426221 reconstructed
D0’s with a K2 that passed the momentum cuts, 4.565.5
were consistent with theK2 being identified as an electron
This yields a central value of (0.02360.028)% for the mis-
identification probability due to kaons. As no mome
tum dependence measurement is possible we
(0.02360.028)% as the misidentification probability fo
charged kaons over the whole momentum range of inter
Multiplying these misidentification probabilities by th
p:K fractions gives the rate per hadronic track fro
D*1→D0p1 decays forp1 momentum between 225 an
425 MeV/c. We obtain a total misidentification probabilit
of f e1(p
1,Xh1)5(0.09960.016)% for the right-sign had
ronic tracks andf e2(p
1,Xh2)5(0.05260.017)% for the
wrong-sign hadronic tracks, a difference of a factor of
Since the extraction of yields is done in eight 25 MeVc
momentum bins, the probabilities are determined for each
the eight bins individually. Small variations arise due to d
ferentD0 momentum spectra and small changes in thep:K
ratio.
To turn these misidentification probabilities into the a
tual yield of misidentified tracks, the inclusive right-sign an
wrong-sign rate@N(p1,Xh1) and N(p1,Xh2)# is deter-
mined from the data. The number of right-sign and wron
sign hadronic tracks associated withD*1→D0p1 decays is
then determined by using the same code and technique a
identified electrons, without the requirement that the h
ronic track be identified as an electron. Table II gives t
resulting estimated misidentified charged track contribut
to the right- and wrong-sign yields, as well as the final es
mated background to the right-sign yield.
yettheTABLE II. Summary of the expected background contribution as a function of pion momentum to
right-sign yield, wherebRS
i 5bWS
i 2Ni(p1,Xh2) f e2
i (Xh2)1Ni(p1,Xh1) f e1
i (Xh1).
p(p)
~MeV/c! bWS
i N(p1,Xh2) f e2
i (Xh2) N(p1,Xh1) f e1
i (Xh1) bRS
i
225–250 32631 1363 2463 43631
250–275 74629 1363 2263 83629
275–300 45625 962 1762 53625
300–325 39622 762 1362 45622
325–350 229618 561 961 225618
350–375 36 17 461 661 38617
375–400 24612 261 461 22612
400–425 0611 161 261 1611
Total 193662 5465 9766 236664
m the
tion.
54 2999MEASUREMENT OF THE INCLUSIVE SEMIELECTRONIC . . .TABLE III. The yields of inclusiveD*1→D0p1 andD0→Xe1n decays, the efficiency for detecting the
Xe1n final state, and the calculated branching fraction, as a function of the pion momentum emitted fro
D*1 decay. The errors are statistical only and include the statistical error on the background subtrac
p(p) N(D*1→D0p1) N(D*1→D0p1, e(Xe1n) B(D0→Xe1n)
~MeV/c) D0→Xe1n) ~%! ~%!
225–250 441616611 1189661 37.9 7.1060.38
250–275 391146562 988657 40.1 6.3060.38
275–300 294826475 882651 42.7 7.0160.42
300–325 211206396 644644 43.7 6.9760.49
325–350 149736334 439637 45.5 6.4260.56
350–375 91656267 221630 48.0 5.0260.70
375–400 54926208 168623 49.5 6.1860.88
400–425 21516147 78619 50.7 7.1561.8
Total 16565861149 46096121 6.6460.18ng
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V. EFFICIENCY
The efficiency for detecting the electron, as determined
the Monte Carlo simulation, depends on the cocktail of
clusive modes used to generate the inclusive semielectr
decays. Table XII in the Appendix presents the ratios
exclusive rates used to calculate the ratiosXm
5B(D0→me1n)/(nB(D0→ne1n), where m,n5K2,
K*2, K1
2(1270),K2*
2(1430),p2, andr2 mesons. The ef-
ficiency for each of these modes is obtained from a Mo
Carlo simulation of each individual mode, and the inclus
efficiency is obtained from
e~Xe1n!5(
m
Xme~D
0→me1n!. ~7!
As in theD0→K2p1 analysis, the extraction of yields i
done in eight pion momentum bins from 225 to 425 Me
c. Table III contains the efficiency in each of the eight pi
momentum bins, with the efficiencies for the individual e
clusive channels in Table XIII~the Appendix!. The total sys-
tematic error due to uncertainties in the cocktail is det
mined by varying the ratios in Table XII by one standa
deviation, individually and collectively. The largest variatio
in the overall efficiency is seen whenXK andXp are both
raised or both lowered and the other modes are change
the opposite direction. This causes a62% change in the
efficiency and is the estimated systematic error due to
uncertainties in the cocktail of exclusive modes.
In addition to changing the cocktail ratios, the effect
the assumedq2 dependence of the form factors is studied
changing the Isgur-Scora-Grinstein-Wise~ISGW! slope (k)
@8#. The value used to generate the decays
k50.5760.07, as measured in a large sample
D0→K2e1n decays@4#. Variations of 1s onk resulted in a
60.6% variation in efficiency. The longitudinal and tran
verse contributions fromD0→K*2e1n decays were varied
by 1s of their measured value and the total efficien
changed by less than60.08% @9#.
VI. RESULTS
A. B„D0˜Xe1n…
Table III shows the relevant measurements for determ
ing B(D0→Xe1n). The first column gives the inclusivby
ex-
onic
of
nte
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e
D*1→D0p1 yields from Ref.,@3# and the second gives the
background subtracted yield ofD0→Xe1n decays, followed
by a column of efficiencies. The last column is the branchi
fraction forD0→Xe1n for the eight momentum bins. As a
check that the eight measurements are self-consistent,
x2 was calculated under the assumption that all eight bran
ing fraction measurements come from the weighted avera
The result is ax2 of 9.4 for 7 degrees of freedom.
Sources of systematic effects and their estimated mag
tude are listed in Table IV. The dominant systematic unce
tainty is the evaluation of the electron identification effi
ciency. This was studied using an electron identificatio
algorithm developed using radiative Bhabha events. Its p
formance on continuum events is studied usin
p0→ge1e2 where thee1e2 pair could originate from ei-
ther a Dalitz decay of thep0 or ag conversion in material.
This study resulted in a conservative estimate of the elect
identification systematic uncertainty of63%.
The inclusive semielectronic branching fraction is me
sured to be
B~D0→Xe1n!5@6.6460.1860.29#%, ~8!
where the first error is statistical and the second error is
estimated systematic uncertainty. Sources of model dep
dence have been minimized by relying on the experimen
measurements of the exclusive rates of the observed mo
TABLE IV. Estimate of the systematic uncertainty in the mea
surement ofB(D0→Xe1n).
Source Estimated systematic error
(%)
Electron identification efficiency 63.0
Xe1n cocktail 62.0
N(D*1) 61.5
Track reconstruction 61.0
Monte Carlo statistics 61.0
Electron fake rate 61.0
Form factor slopek 60.6
Total 64.3
g
ly.
3000 54Y. KUBOTA et al.TABLE V. The yields ofD→K2p1 decays, the efficiency for detecting theK2p1 final state, the yields
of D0→Xe1n decays, the efficiency for detecting theX 1n final state, and the calculated ratio of branchin
fractions, as a function of the initialD*1 pion momentum. The errors on the data yields are statistical on
The error on the ratio of branching fractions is statistical only.
p(p)
~MeV/c)
N(D*1→D0p1,
D0→K2p1)
e(Kp)
~%!
N(D*1→D0p1,
D0→Xe1n)
e(Xe1n)
~%!
B(D0→Xe1n)
B(D0→K2p1)
225–250 1129644 64.6 1189661 37.9 1.8060.12
250–275 945640 64.3 988657 40.1 1.6860.12
275–300 741634 64.4 882651 42.7 1.8060.13
300–325 528630 65.1 644644 43.7 1.8260.16
325–350 393625 66.0 439637 45.5 1.6260.18
350–375 262619 66.4 221630 48.0 1.1760.18
375–400 153615 68.8 168623 49.5 1.5360.26
400–425 5769 63.1 78619 50.7 1.7060.50
Total 4208683 46096121 1.68460.056the
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and on experimental measurements of thedG/dq2 spectrum
in D0→K2e1n decays. Models have been used only for th
dG/dq2 spectrum of the other exclusive modes. The pre
ous world average of@7.0160.62#% is in agreement with
this result@2#.
B. B„D0˜Xe1n…/B„D0˜K2p1…
In addition to measuring the absoluteD0→Xe1n branch-
ing fraction, it is straightforward to combine the yields pre
sented here with those in Ref.@3# to obtain a measurement o
the ratio B(D0→Xe1n)/B(D0→K2p1). This is done in
Table V, producing a ratio that is independent of systemat
associated with the inclusiveD*1→D0p1 yields. Contribu-
tions from other sources of systematic errors are given
Table VI. The result is
B~D0→Xe1n!/B~D0→K2p1!51.68460.05660.093.
~9!
Again the first error is statistical and the second error is t
estimated systematic uncertainty, where the use of a comm
data set allowed cancellation of some systematic effe
present in the individual results.
This ratio provides a check of the ratio
XK5B~D0→K2e1n!/B~D0→Xe1n! ~10!
TABLE VI. Estimate of the systematic uncertainty in the mea
surement ofB(D0→Xe1n)/B(D0→K2p1).
Source Estimated systematic erro
(%)
Electron efficiency 63.0
Xe1n cocktail 62.0
Track reconstruction 63.8
Monte Carlo statistics 61.2
Electron fake rate 61.0
Form factor slopek 60.6
K2p1 ~mass fit and momentum cut! 60.7
Total 65.5e
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B~D0→K2e1n!
B~D0→K2p1!
B~D0→K2p1!
B~D0→Xe1n! , ~11!
which is used in theD0→Xe1n cocktail. To obtain the most
precise value possible, we take advantage of the fact that
CLEO result forB(D0→K2e1n)/B(D0→K2p1) was ob-
tained with the same detector. This reduces the system
bias due to lepton identification~reduced to61.7%) and the
systematic bias due to tracking reconstruction~reduced to
62%). There is also a large overlap ofD0→K2p1 events
which were used to calculate the two ratios which appear
Eq. ~11! @10#. Using only CLEO results and taking thes
common systematic effects into account we obta
XK50.58160.02360.028. Using all measurements o
B(D0→K2e1n)/B(D0→K2p1) and taking advantage of
the common CLEO systematic errors results in a value
XK50.54560.035 @13#. These results agree well with the
input value ofXK listed in Table XII, but are higher than the
two measurements by E653, the average of which
B(D0→K2m1n)/B(D0→Xm1n)50.40460.048@11,12#.
C. Comparison of inclusive measurement to the sum
of the exclusive rates
The inclusive semielectronic branching fraction is ofte
compared to the sum of the measured exclusive chann
@1,2,16#. This provides an estimate of the fraction of th
semielectronic final states that have not yet been identifi
In terms of the branching fraction ratios
Rm5B(D0→me1n)/B(D0→K2e1n) ~used in the Appen-
dix for tabulating theD0→Xe1n cocktail listed in Table
XII !, the ratio of the difference between the inclusive ra
and the sum of the exclusive rates can be written as
B~D0→Xe1n!2(mB~D0→me1n!
B~D0→Xe1n!
512XK~11RK*1Rp1Rr!. ~12!
Performing the comparison using only CLEO dat
(XK50.58160.036 and 1 RK*1Rp51.72460.078) re-
sults in a value of
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B~D0→Xe1n! 5~20.267.7!% .
~13!
This CLEO result does not include a contribution fromRr as
CLEO has not reported a value for this ratio. Inclusion of t
small contribution forRr will result in a central value furthe
from zero, while still entirely consistent with zero given th
experimental errors. Using the value ofXK50.54560.035
obtained in the previous section and 11RK*1Rp
1Rr51.74960.067~see Table XII!, we find
B~D0→Xe1n!2(mB~D0→me1n!
B~D0→Xe1n! 5~4.767.5!%.
~14!
These results are consistent with the upper limits obtained
direct searches for the unobserved exclusive modes@14#.
D. Inclusive electron momentum spectrum
The lepton spectrum from semileptonic charm decays
not been updated since the DELCO results@15#. Because the
measurement presented here is not made in the rest fram
theD0 we compare the observed lepton spectrum in the la
ratory frame with that of the Monte Carlo simulation. T
obtain the momentum spectrum for inclusiveD0→Xe1n de-
cays, events were selected that passed all the selection
ria previously described. An additional cut of sin2a,0.12 is
applied. This cut retains 90% of the signal and is lar
enough that systematics associated with modeling the th
axis are minimized.
There is still background in this sample whose shape
provided by the wrong-sign candidate electrons. The norm
ization of this background is obtained by normalizing t
wrong-sign sin2a distribution to the right-sign sin2a distribu-
tion for values of sin2a.0.2. The wrong-sign backgroun
correctly models the momentum distribution of random pio
electron combinations andD0→Xp0, p0→e1e2g decays.
However, the contribution due toD0→Xh1 where h1 is
misidentified as an electron, is underestimated
@(97254)0.905# 39 events~see Table II!. Also, Monte
Carlo simulations show that the momentum spectra are s
lar but not identical for the right-sign misidentified electro
(^pRS&51.2 GeV/c with a rms5 0.58 GeV/c) and wrong-
sign misidentified electrons (^pWS&51.3 GeV/c with a rms
5 0.64 GeV/c). The amount of misidentified electron bac
ground is less than 1.6% of the total background in the rig
sign signal region. Here 56% of this background can be
proximately modeled by misidentified electrons in t
wrong-sign background. There remains a small amo
~0.9% relative to the signal! of unsubtracted misidentified
electron background, which we ignore since this test is
sensitive to backgrounds at this level.
In Fig. 4 the background-subtracted momentum spect
for the electrons is shown along with the momentum sp
trum obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation. The tw
distributions are normalized to the same number of eve
resulting in a 75% confidence level that the simulation
correctly producingD*1 andD0 mesons and the inclusiv
D0→Xe1n decays. Any deviations would indicate a prohe
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lem in the simulation, either in the production or decay d
namics. We conclude that the Monte Carlo result provides
good simulation of the data.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new measurement of the inclus
branching fraction forD0→Xe1n decays. The final result is
B~D0→Xe1n!5@6.6460.18~stat!60.29~syst!#%. ~15!
We find that the difference between this inclusive rate a
the sum of the observed exclusive channels is (4.767.5)%
of the inclusive rate. This corresponds to an upper limit o
the unobserved modes of 15.6% of the inclusive rate~ the
90% C.L.!. The experimental upper limits obtained usin
direct searches for specific unobserved exclusive semie
tronic modes are lower than the limit quoted here. Howev
the upper limit obtained in this paper is less sensitive to t
assumption of what exclusive channels are unobserved.
two methods, direct searches and inclusive-exclusive r
comparison, both suggest that the remaining unobserved
clusive semileptonic modes occur at small rates. In additi
the observed electron momentum spectrum from inclus
D0→Xe1n decays is seen to be well described by the e
clusive semielectronic cocktail.
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APPENDIX: DETERMINATION
OF THE D0˜Xe1n COCKTAIL
In order to calculate the efficiency for observing the ele
tron within the 20° cone around the slow pion direction, th
inclusive semielectronic decay was modeled as the sum
many exclusive modes. In this appendix, a list of these e
clusive decays and their branching fractions is present
This list, referred to as theD0→Xe1n cocktail, is deter-
mined using world averages to obtain the ratios
RK*5B~D0→K*2e1n!/B~D0→K2e1n!, ~A1!
Rp5B~D0→p2e1n!/B~D0→K2e1n!, ~A2!
Rr5B~D0→r2e1n!/B~D0→K2e1n!. ~A3!
Experimental upper limits are used to obtain estimates
the unobserved modes:
RK~1270!5B~D0→K12~1270!e1n!/B~D0→K2e1n!,
~A4!
RK
2* ~1430!
5B~D0→K2*2~1430!e1n!/B~D0→K2e1n!.
~A5!
The central value used for these unobserved modes is se
half the 90% confidence level upper limit with an error equ
to 6100% of the central value.
The ratio Xm of the rate for an exclusive channe
D→men to the inclusive rate is then obtained from the fo
mulas
S511RK*1Rp1Rr1RK~1270!1RK2* ~1430! , ~A6!
XK51/S, ~A7!
XK*5RK* /S, ~A8!
Xp5Rp /S, ~A9!
Xr5Rr /S, ~A10!
XK~1270!5RK~1270! /S, ~A11!
XK
2* ~1430!
5RK
2* ~1430!
/S. ~A12!
Throughout this appendix the results are written in term
of the D0 branching fractions. Results from theD1 sector
TABLE VII. Direct measurements of the ratioB(D→
K̄* e1n)/B(D→K̄e1n) and their weighted average.
Experiment Reference Mode
B(D→K̄* e1n)/
B(D→K̄e1n)
CLEO, 1993 @4# D0 andD1 0.6260.08
CLEO, 1991 @18# D0 0.5160.19
Average 0.6060.07of
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are converted intoD0 equivalent branching fractions using
isospin and the measuredD0 andD1 lifetimes. Also semi-
muonic measurements are converted into semielectronic r
sults by correcting for the phase space difference betwee
the muonic and electronic modes@2#. In several of the tables,
two averages are presented, one which includes all the da
presented in the table, and another with CLEO results e
cluded. This is done to avoid double weighting of the CLEO
data when performing calculations.
1. RK*5B„D0˜K*2e1n…/ B„D0˜K2e1n…
There are two methods to measure this ratio: direct an
indirect. The direct measurements, given in Table VII, ca
only be performed when both theK andK* modes are re-
constructed through the same parent species within the sa
experiment. The indirect measurement compares th
K* 0e1n width measured inD1 decays to theK2e1n width
measured inD0 decays, via
RK*
indirect
5
B~D1→K̄* 0e1n!
B~D1→K2p1p1!
B~D0→K2p1!
B~D0→K2e1n!
3
B~D1→K2p1p1!
B~D0→K2p1!
tD0
tD1
. ~A13!
Table VIII contains the world average for
B(D0→K2e1n)/B(D0→K2p1) and Table IX contains the
TABLE VIII. Measurements of the ratio B(D0→
K2e1n)/B(D0→K2p1) and their weighted average. The average
without CLEO measurements is also calculated separately to avo
multiple use of the CLEO results in determiningRK* .
Experiment Reference
B(D0→K2e1n)/
B(D0→K2p1)
E687, 1994 @17# 0.87860.045
CLEO, 1993 @4# 0.97860.052
CLEO, 1991 @18# 0.8660.07
E691 @19# 0.9160.13
E687, 1990 @20# 0.8460.19
Average without CLEO 0.87460.035
Average 0.90860.029
TABLE IX. Measurements of the ratio B(D1
→K̄* 0e1n)/B(D1→K2p1p1) and their weighted average.
Experiment Reference
B(D1→K̄* 0e1n)/
B(D1→K2p1p1)
E691 @21# 0.4960.06
E687 @22# 0.5960.07
CLEO @4# 0.6760.11
E653 @23# 0.4860.11
Argus @24# 0.5560.13
WA82 @25# 0.6260.17
Average without CLEO 0.52760.041
Average 0.54760.038
s
54 3003MEASUREMENT OF THE INCLUSIVE SEMIELECTRONIC . . .TABLE X. Measurements of the hadronic normalizing modesD0→K2p1, D1→K2p1p1, and their
ratio. The CLEO result onB(D1→K2p1p1)/B(D0→K2p1) is a direct measurement of this ratio, and i
not obtained by dividing the individual CLEO results.
Experiment Reference
B(D0→K2p1)
~%!
B(D1→K2p1p1)
~%!
B(D1→K2p1p1)
B(D0→K2p1)
CLEO @3# 3.9160.19 9.361.0 2.3560.23
ARGUS @26# 3.4160.30
ALEPH @27# 3.8960.33
Mark III @28# 4.260.6 9.161.4
Mark II @29# 4.160.6 9.161.9
ARGUS @30# 4.560.7
HRS @31# 4.5060.94
Mark I @32# 4.361.0 8.6 2.0
Average without CLEO 3.8460.18 8.9860.98 2.3460.28
Average 3.8760.13 9.160.7 2.3560.18r
de
d
-
u-
,
world average forB(D1→K̄* 0e1n)/B(D1→K2p1p1)
where the CLEO measurements have been specifically
cluded as these measurements are used in the direct dete
nation ofRK* . To determineRK*
indirect, the ratio of normaliz-
ing modesKpp/Kp presented in Table X is used. Using th
world average for this ratio of branching fractions and th
D1/D0 lifetime ratio @2# the value forRK*
indirect is measured to
be 0.556 0.066. AveragingRK*
direct andRK*
indirect yields
RK*50.57760.048. ~A14!
2. Rp5B„D0˜p2e1n…/„D0˜K2e1n…
The Cabibbo-suppressed decayD0→p2e1n has been
observed at Mark III. CLEO has made measurements of b
the D0→p2e1n as well as theD1→p0e1n decay chain.
There is factor of 2 due to isospin that is needed to conv
theD1→p0e1n measurement to aD0→p2e1n branching
fraction. The results are presented in Table XI.
3. Rr5B„D0˜r2e1n…/B„D0˜K2e1n…
Fermilab experiment E653 has published an observat
of four D1→r0m1n events based on a kinematic separatio
of the Cabibbo-suppressedr0m1n signal from the more
copious K̄* 0m1n mode @36#. They measure
B~D1→r0m1n)/B~D1→K̄*0m1n!50.04420.02510.03260.014. To
obtainRr this measurement needs be corrected by the i
spin factor and multiplied by RK* which gives
Rr5B~D1→r0m1n!/B~D1→K̄*0m1n!3RK*3Ir5~0.04420.02510.031
TABLE XI. Measurements of the ratio B(D0
→p2e1n)/B(D0→K2e1n) ratio and their weighted average.
Experiment Reference Mode
B(D0→p2e1n)/
B(D0→K2e1n)
CLEO @33# p2e1n 0.10360.041
Mark III @34# p2e1n 0.11560.051
CLEO @35# p0e1n 0.1760.06
Average 0.12160.028ex-
rmi-
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e
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ert
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60.014!~0.57960.049!3250.05160.037. For Monte Carlo
generation it is assumed that the form factor ratios fo
D0→r2e1n decay are identical to those of the well mea-
suredD0→K*2e1n decay.
4. B„D0˜„K̄*p…2e1n… upper limits
Searches for higherK (* ) resonances and possible non-
resonant contributions toD semileptonic decay have been
performed by the fixed target experiments@14#. Although no
evidence for these decays has been demonstrated we inclu
D0→K2(1270)e1n andD0→K2*2(1430)e1n in the Monte
Carlo simulation. The decays are generated unpolarized an
with the following strengths and errors:RK(1270)
5B„D0 →K12(1270)e1n… / B(D0 →K2e1n)50.0360.03
and RK
2* (1430)
5B„D0→K2*2(1430)e1n…/B(D0→K2e1n)
50.0260.02. It is assumed that any nonresonant contribu
tion to the inclusive rate will have a similar electron momen-
tum spectrum distribution as these higher order modes.
5. Calculation of theD0˜Xe1n cocktail
Table XII summarizes the relative ratesRm ~relative to
D0→K2e1n) obtained in the previous sections. The sum of
these rates is then used to determine the ratio of each excl
TABLE XII. The world average or estimate of the ratio of ex-
clusive channels relative to theD0→K2e1n decay mode,
Rm5B(D0→me1n)/B(D0→K2e1n). The third column is the ra-
tio of the exclusive rate to the sum of the exclusive rates
Xm5B(D0→me1n)/(mRm .
Mode Rm Xm
D0→K2e1n 1.0 0.556 0.023
D0→K*2e1n 0.57760.048 0.32160.021
D0→p2e1n 0.12160.028 0.06760.015
D0→r2e1n 0.05160.037 0.02860.020
D0→K12(1270)e1n 0.0360.03 0.01760.016
D0→K2*2(1430)e1n 0.0260.02 0.01160.011
Sum 1.79960.076
3004 54Y. KUBOTA et al.TABLE XIII. Efficiencies for the exclusive decay channels used in theXe1n cocktail.
p(p) e(K2e1n) e(K*2e1n) e(p2e1n) e(r2e1n) e(K1
2(1270)e1n) e(K2*
2(1430)e1n)
MeV/c (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
225–250 40.4 34.4 42.4 38.1 20.4 10.9
250–275 42.8 36.3 45.4 39.5 22.9 11.7
275–300 45.6 38.6 47.6 42.6 20.6 12.0
300–325 46.2 40.4 49.2 43.8 23.4 13.0
325–350 48.6 41.0 51.0 46.6 27.2 12.0
350–375 50.8 44.1 54.6 43.7 30.7 14.6
375–400 51.9 46.1 56.6 48.2 29.4 19.5
400–425 53.9 45.2 57.7 57.4 21.4 34.3i-
essive rate to the sum of all the exclusive rates as per Eq
~A6!–~A12!. Table XIII contains the efficiencies for these
exclusive modes to pass the selection criteria.
6. Comparison of the inclusive rate to the sum
of the exclusive measurements
One of the most frequent comparisons in the literatu
@1,2,16# is the sum of the observed exclusive channels to t
measured inclusive rate. The method of comparing the inc
sive measurement to the sum of the ratio of exclusive me
surements is presented here.
The following set of equations are used to calculate th
branching fraction for the observed exclusive decays:
B~D0→K2e1n!5r KpKe
1n3B~D0→K2p1!, ~A15!
B~D0→K*2e1n!5r KpKe
1n3B~D0→K2p1!3RK* ,
~A16!s.
re
he
lu-
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e
B~D0→p2e1n!5r KpKe
1n3B~D0→K2p1!3Rp ,
~A17!
B~D0→r2e1n!5r KpKe
1n3B~D0→K2p1!3Rr .
~A18!
The sum of the observed exclusive rates is then
(
m
B~D0→me1n!5r KpKe
1n3B~D0→K2p1!
3~11RK*1Rp1Rr!. ~A19!
The quantities r Kp
Ke1n5B(D0→K2e1n)/B(D0→K2p1)
and B(D0→K2p1) are common to all derived exclusive
branching fractions, and thereby affect the entire scale. D
viding Eq. ~A19! by B(D0→Xe2n) allows the difference
between the inclusive rate and the sum of the exclusive rat
relative to the inclusive rate to be obtained without explicitly
calculating the rate of the exclusive modes, as per Eq.~12!.e
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